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1 - the team

Three figures stood on the drive of a huge mansion the figures were two hedgehogs and a
dog/hedgehog creature the green hedgehog was named virus and he was the leader of a group of
friends named team chaos (kinda like sonic heroes) the other hedgehog was named Jordan and the final
of the trio was named kira Jordan and kira were let’s just say an item and virus was fine with that as
long as it didn’t get in the way of their work in total.

There were four others in the team another hedgehog and three echidnas the hedgehog was named
halo he was basically a cooler version of silver with an energy ring in his hair (sonic x) the echidnas were
named night who was red and black, dark who was a very dull grey colour and trey who was a bright
Pink echidna and they all lived in this mansion and worked by fighting mecha (metal) sonic and his army
of mecha clones



2 - Ephilvos & Koda vs Virus & Jordan

“Let’s go guys” virus said to the other two who nodded and they all walked to the mansion when halo
ran through the door “your back good” he said in a scared tone “why what’s happened halo” Jordan
asked as halo looked around in a twitchy manner “oh Jordan it’s terrible it’s ephilvos” Halo replied
“why I thought we froze him about a year ago” Kira said skeptically “we did but koda freed him
yesterday and dark, night and trey have gone after them V I feel responsible” Halo said as his ring
began to glow “come on let’s go” Virus said turning and running towards the nearest town as they
began to walk through the entrance to the town

BANG

Ephilvos and Koda appeared out of nowhere and grabbed Kira and Halo trapping them in a psy net
“Kira Halo” Jordan yelled as a red blur shot past “what the….. ah well let’s rumble Jordan” Virus said
and charged an orb of chaos energy “so you Wanna fight little hedgehog Ephilvos said “maybe we do”
Jordan replied as Koda pulled out a gun

Will Virus and Jordan survive and who is this red hedgehog
To be continued



3 - a new bounty

Virus Jordan and the newcomer all jumped at the same time and ephilvos and koda moved out the way
virus launched a chaos blast at koda and Jordan and the stranger ran and jumped at ephilvos upon
contact the red hedgehog launched a fire ball hitting ephilvos’ machine n the generator and Jordan
used his powers to finish ephilvos

Meanwhile in the psy net

“don’t worry Kira I’ll get us out” Halo said opening a portal and stepping through he reappeared behind
Kira “or not Halo” Kira replied shaking her head and looking out at the fight a black hedgehog and a half
metal half organic hedgehog were walking towards the fight “hang on that looks like Garvon” Kira said
pressing her self against the side “who” Halo replied “an old bounty that got away if only I could warn
Jordan and Virus about him and the other one looks like Andy” Kira said turning to look at Halo “not
Andy as in team nightmare Andy” Halo said and sat down “damn I failed” He added “no you didn’t
Halo we ere caught by surprise” Kira said smiling at him “Hang on this must mean either Virus or
Jordan are bounties now” Halo said looking up “OH shoot” Kira yelled “no way not Jordan” she said
and collapsed crying into her hands “well if it is Jordan or Virus we must capture him coz it’s our job
aint it” Halo said standing up and crossing to Kira putting his hand in her shoulder “yeah I guess it is
Halo” Kira replied



4 - prison

Two months later
In prison alpha protocol gamma
Area 11907

Two robotic guards walked down a corridor a green object held between them, as they walked past cells
the occupants stirred three of which walked to the bars one was an orange hedgehog named Axel
another a blue echidna named Emma and the third a lilac hedgehog named crystal their eyes glinted in
the gloom the guards bundled the object into a cell the object unfurled itself to become a hedgehog “#
1456 in cell nitro” one of the guards grated and walked back down the corridor as the other continued to
patrol

Two weeks later
In prison alpha protocol gamma
Area 11907

“Hey buddy you okay” the hedgehog heard a voice say as he walked to the bars “yeah I think so where
am I anyways” he replied “your in prison man” said a gruff voice two cells down “what the hell do you
mean prison I’m no criminal” he replied “none of us are #1456 we’re bounties” Emma said softly “my
names Virus” came the reply from the next cell “ok Virus I’m Axel” came the gruff voice “and I’m
Emma” came the softer voice that had spoken to him before “and I’m crystal” came a much softer new
voice “ok guys thanks for telling me your names but now I must be getting out” Virus said charging a
chaos blast

The next day
In prison alpha protocol gamma
Area 11907

“So much for getting out Virus” Crystal teased as she sat next to him in the cafeteria “shut up crystal”
he replied looking at her as the other two sat down “so Virus anymore bright ideas” Emma said smiling
at him “not until I get these things off” Virus replied holding his hands up “whoa is that an anti chaos
emerald” Axel asked a look of surprise on his face “I think you’ll find it is Axel” Crystal said smiling and
putting her hand on virus’ who looked at her and smiled back “you do know who I am Crystal right”
Virus said pulling his hand away “yup we sure do we’ve envied you guys for years” Axel said smiling
“good coz when we get out I want you all to join the team ok” Virus said standing up and walking away
"come on we've got work to do" he added as he turned and the others got up and followed him



5 - a fight and two newcomers

Back at the mansion

Jordan and Kira sat snuggled on the couch and Halo was sat watching the TV when there was a loud
knock on the door “that’ll be the pizzas I’ll get it guys” Halo said as he ran to the door “ok dude”
Jordan said smiling at Kira and she smiled back, as they moved closer to kiss, a large explosion
sounded in the hallway by the main door “what the hell” Kira said as she jumped up and ran towards
the hallway “Halo what’s wrong” Jordan said as he stepped through the door showing Halo knocked
out in the hallway with Koda and Ephilvos stood just outside the front door “Kira get him inside and be
quick” Jordan said and Kira ran forwards grabbing Halo and continuing on towards the opposite door

“And now it’s my turn” Jordan said and stood in the door way “man I wish V was here” he said and
jumped into the air launching bolts of pyrokinetic power at Koda then turned on Ephilvos “now then back
business” Jordan said smiling evilly and leaping into the air as a red hedgehog appeared next to him
“hey Jordan you know how V is” he said as two bolts of pyrokinetic flew from both Jordan’s and the
unknown hedgehogs hands and collided with Ephilvos “that takes care of that” they both said in unison
and looked at each other “so who are you anyway” Jordan said “names Jaiden and I have someone
I’d like you to meet this is Tailia” Jaiden said as a female fox came out of the trees wearing a green
dress who’s fur was a purple hue “so um what brings you two here” Jordan said smiling at Tailia “we
wanna join the team” they both said “come on in then” Jordan replied walking back to the Mansion



6 - ESCAPE and a new friend

Two days later
prison alpha protocol gamma
Area 11907
Virus and his new friends sat in their cells talking about how they wanted to escape and soon a grey
hedgehog approached “hey are you Virus or #1456 as you are known by the guards” he asked “yes
and so what if I am” Virus replied and the other three turned to look at the two hedgehogs who were
looking at each other with mild interest “I am Jericho a hedgehog with the power of three gods the god
of life the god of death and the god of space and time and I wish to aid you in your escape and maybe
join your team” Jericho said smiling at them “very well what is your plan because as you know I can’t
use my powers with these cuffs on” Virus replied as Crystal pushed up against him and Axel and Emma
looked at each other with a knowing look “well it seems your friends already know how to remove the
cuffs but have not found the tools so I will give all you your equipment back and hope you remember
how to use it all” Jericho said handing Virus his chaos armlet Crystal her blades of chaotic doom Axel
his thunder n’ flame gloves and Emma her protectors staff “now get out of here and I’ll meet you at HQ
okay now go” Jericho said as he ran off in the direction of the armoury “okay then only one way to find
out eh” Axel said smiling and the others nodded as Virus’s cuffs snapped and hit the floor “LET’S GO
TEAM” Virus cried as they all burst out the cells and raced through the holding area letting out as many
other prisoners as possible but at the last cell Virus stopped looking at the hedgehog within “Vaccine is
that you” he said pressing against the bars “yes Virus it is I thought you were destroyed by Mecha sonic
all those years ago it’s good to see you” the other hedgehog said slowly she looked just like Virus but
with the colours inverted so where Virus had green fur mainly Vaccine had blue fur and her spines were
green “who is this V” Crystal said from behind him “this is my twin sister and she was forged by chaos
at the same time as me but as you can see she went through a real strange procedure in the forge
process and now here she is the same but very very different but either way our power is only just
equally matched with me the stronger of the two, looks like the one who runs this joint found us eh”
Virus said as he let vaccine out and removed her cuffs “come on V we gotta go” Crystal said as an
alarm sounded “yeah Virus you’d better go I have things I need to do” Vaccine said and disappeared
with a cry of “chaos control” Virus smiled as a hundred guards came round the corner “yeesh will these
guys ever take a hint” Crystal said as her fur darkened in colour and her blades shimmered with chaos
energy “Crystal no I’ll handle this” Axel said stepping forward his gloves sparking and spitting “Axel
Crystal I know how you feel about each other but we all gotta get outta here alive” Emma said as both
Axel and Crystal looked at each other “goddamn it I’ll shut these bastards up my self” Virus said
stepping forward and launching a bolt of chaos energy “Chaos Shock” he said and launched a stream
of chaos energy at the mass of guards but none of them faltered “Axel what did you have in mind” Virus
said looking round at His Orange friend “this” Axel replied smiling and pressing his palms together
before slamming his fists into the floor as the two elements combined “Get outta here I’ll meet you at
the mansion “Axel no” Emma shouted grabbing his shoulder “Emma let him do it I think it’s all that can
stop the enemy and Axel good luck” Crystal said “thanks sis” Axel replied “what I thought you two were
an Item” Emma said with a look of disbelief in her eyes “nope were family it’s Virus Crystal wants” Axel
said and Crystal blushed “NOW GO” he shouted as virus grabbed the other two round the waist and
jumped into the air a stream of chaos energy following his legs “AXEL NOW” he shouted as he turned
to watch the prison explode after a loud roar emitted from the building “let’s go home” Crystal said



hugging Virus tightly “yeah I hope he gets to HQ okay though” Virus said before landing and looking at
the wreckage of the Prison complex “well V only one way to find out” Emma said and they all turned
and ran the fourteen miles to the mansion and the rest of TEAM CHAOS



7 - The ruturn of Virus

At the Mansion
16:70PM March the 19th 2010

Three figures stood on the drive way to the mansion as Halo looked out of the window
One of the figures was holding a staff and another of the three was holding a pair of blades the Central
Figure held nothing but a hedgehog sized and shaped object over his/her shoulder
"umm guys this looks kinda bad" Halo called to the room behind him

"Let me see Halo... get outta the goddamn way" Kira said walking over to Halo in order to see out of the
window as the tree figures began to move towards the mansion, the central figure's chest now
emanating a faint glow.
As all three of the Mystery figures walked towards the mansion
"right i'm going out there to see whats happening" Jordan said heading towards the halway "we'll come
with" Dark and Knight said in unison and merged into the creature known as Darknight before following
Jordan, Trey just followed them his bubblegum pink spines bouncing as he walked

as all this was happening a Cyan hedgehog watched the three fiures advancing up the drive-way his
name Was Hail, Hail was primarilly Cyan and the tips of his spines were a Crimson red in colour, his feet
were clad in white boots with saphire blue soles and trim Hail wore sunglasses above his eyes and his
top half was covered with a dark blue Commisar Trenchcoat over a green vest top.

As Jordan and the others left the front door to the mansion and walked towards the three other figures it
bacame clearer in the failing light who the central character was as he dropped the other body into the
arms of the sword wielding figure.
"Jordan, Trey, Darknight Long time no see" Virus called as the two groups neared each other and
Jordan and Virus Shared a brief Brotherly-esq embrace

"VIRUS" Halo cried as he ran out of the door followed by Kira, Tailia, Jaiden and Jericho all f whom had
looks of intense joy on thier faces

Hail saw this as his chance to make himself known as Crystal and Emma walked toowards Virus
carrying Axel between them
"Is this the Residence of the group known as team Chaos" Hail shouted from his hiding place in a bush
off to the side
"Yes and so what if it is" Virus replied as Hail stepped out of the bush and walked towards Virus his Ice
Rapier in his hand
"I am Hail and would like to assist you in your hunting of bounties" Hail said stopping about three meters
away from the group
Virus looked at Hail intently"Well then Hail welcome to TEAM CHAOS there are only three rules
1.Crystal is mine" As Virus said this crystal blushed deeply and ran into Virus' arms
"2.i'm the boss
and 3. whach where your pointing that thing" he said pointing at the rapier



"okay then
1.i Have no intentions of taking her
2.Fair enough
and 3. don't worry it's made of ice
and thanks for having me ^^" Hail replied as Team Chaos and it's four new members walked up the
driveway towards the mansion and inside to finish yet another chapter in the life of Team Chaos...
END



8 - OOOOPPPPSSSSIIEE :S

In the mansion:

Kira and Jordan are arguing and Virus and Trey are both smoking reefer(Don't ask sounded like a good
idea).

Halo: Do those two ever stop arguing these days?

Hail: Dunno, wanna go chesck it out?

Halo: Nah, just leave them to it :D

Dark and Knight have formed intoDarknight because of the noise upstairs.

Darknight: i think we should break this little fight up BEFORE they wreck the house again, i just finished
fixing it back up.

Hail and Halo: Good idea

Hail: want me to go get the Boss?

Darknight: no he's with Trey at the moment and there's a lot of smoke coming from under the door.

Hail: okay then just us it seems.

Halo: yup *opens portal*

Jordan then flies throguh the portal Kira right behind him, her metal leg connecting with his groin.

Kira: I can't believe you did this to me, Halo.

Halo: ERM Yeah :/

Kira: Tell V i'm going and i'm not coming back

Halo: EEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRR Okai, guessing there's nothing i can say to stop you?

Kira: No, see you around, *bends slightly and kisses Halo on the cheek* goodbye friend

Halo: *rubs cheek* errr bye then, i guess.

Kira: And you, *Kicks Jordan again* son't follow me don't call and don't contact me in any way.



*Kira leaves through another portal opened by Halo in his dazed state.

Darknight: Jordan, WTF just happened?

Jordan: i'm seeing someone else.

Hail: oh okay then it's not, coz you know Virus will kill you.

Jordan: no it's not Crystal she's curently out somewhere with Axel and Emma, i think, anyway i'm gonna
go join V and Trey in Trey's room.

Halo: okay then see you.

*jordan leaves and joins Virus and Trey smoking aforemontioned reefer*

Hail: when Axel get's back i reckon we should find out who this mystery woman is.

Halo: don't bother no doubt she'll be joining us soon anyway the chick's just can't stay away from The
V-man.

And so ends another day in the life of TEAM CHAOS, i wonder where Koda and Ephilvos were.... seems
strange without V killing summat.................... MEH



9 - thats a lot of work o_0.

During the time between the last chapter and this one, more members have joined.

Faye the wolf: just appeared randomly in the kitchen.

Amanda the Tri-Tailed Fox: tried hitting on Dark, Knight didn't approve, fight ensued and V stepped in.

Ajax the hedgehog: claims to be Virus and Vaccines long lost brother, Virus allowed him o join the team
while he checks this out o_0.

Tom (Magic) the Mole: accidentaly burrowed into V's room while he and Crystal were, well you know :S.

and Jimmy the Rat: Halo bought him at the pet shop.

Halo is playing with Jimmy, Faye is sat across the room drawing.

Tom, is sat with Ajax playing scrabble.

Virus: Team meeting, basement, five minutes ago.

Halo: Okay, let's go Jimmy.

Jimmy: squeak!!!!!!!.

all members converge in the basement.

Virus: well this is cosy, Axel, any word from Kira?

Axel: nope, not that we havent tried though.

Virus: okat, Emma, how are things going with recruiting the Protectors?

Emma: not too good to be quite honest.

Hail: typical, i've managed to track down Koda and Ephilvos, Jordan thinks their building something.

Trey, and me and Darknight were attacked by some blue metal thing.

Jericho: you mean Mecha Sonic, sounds ominous if you ask me, what do you think V?

Virus: not sure, Jericho you and darknight check out the whole Mecha sonic issue, i'm guessing you
know a bit about him?, Faye, Halo, Amanda, you go check the bounty lists for me, Crystal, Axel, Emma
and Magic, that still sounds wierd by the way, go with Hail and Jordan to Ephilvos' lair, Trey: you can



provide back-up for Jericho and Darknight, i expect you all back in about four hours, now go.

Crystal: and what are you, Jimmy and Ajax gonna do?

Virus: look after this place, what else?

Crystal: touche.

All members of team chaos go about their tasks, while Virus rolls a joint.

Virus: so Ajax, why are you really here?

What does Ajax want and why did he choose Virus and team chaos to get to it?
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